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Abstract
In this article, we have developed a game theory based prediction tool, named Preana, based on a
promising model developed by Professor Bruce Beuno de Mesquita. The first part of this work is
dedicated to exploration of the specifics of Mesquita’s algorithm and reproduction of the factors
and features that have not been revealed in literature. In addition, we have developed a learning
mechanism to model the players’ reasoning ability when it comes to taking risks. Preana can predict the outcome of any issue with multiple steak-holders who have conflicting interests in economic, business, and political sciences. We have utilized game theory, expected utility theory, Median voter theory, probability distribution and reinforcement learning. We were able to reproduce Mesquita’s reported results and have included two case studies from his publications and
compared his results to that of Preana. We have also applied Preana on Irans 2013 presidential
election to verify the accuracy of the prediction made by Preana.
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1. Introduction
Seeing the future has always been of great interest for human kind. Predicting the future has migrated from
inside the crystal balls or between the lines of palms to very accurate scientific models. That is because future is
not as unpredictable as one might think! A big amount of the future is determined with the options people have
and the choices they make. The options they have very much depend on the support they find around them and
the choices they make are influenced by their experiences and what they have learned from the past.
Being able to foretell the future in economic, education, healthcare and especially politics is essential not only
to know what happens ahead of time and prepare for it, but also to find the pressure points. That is being able to
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tell what happens if certain factors are adjusted or eliminated or certain steps are taken. This would make it
possible for the involved parties to be able to make informed decisions, prevent disastrous outcomes and make
desirable changes. Given all the importance, there has been relatively small contribution from computer science
discipline towards introducing an effective model for political prediction. The most significant model in
literature is the game theory based model introduced by political scientist Professor Bruce Bueno De Mesquita
[1], who has received enormous attention for his model including receiving the nickname “The New
Nostradamus” in a television documentary. The extreme predictive accuracy of the model seems to be more than
a claim. According to Dr. Stanley Feder of the CIA, reported on by the Salt Lake City Tribune [2], “the Spatial
Theory of Politics has been gaining increased acceptance at the agency and has resulted in accurate predictions
in 90 percent of the situations in which it has been utilized.” There is no exact specification of the algorithm or
the code of this model in open literature. However, over the last few years, some parts and pieces of the main
features of the algorithm and the math behind them have been revealed in his academic papers and books or by
other researchers. One example of the research done in this area is the one conducted in Department of Defense
of Australia. They could figure out some features of the algorithm but have not reported the outcome of the
prediction. They have predicted the confrontations of the players within a quadrant and claimed that the
accuracy of this algorithm within a quadrant is one hundred percent. They have also discussed that they have
assumed the probability of status quo to be constant and equal to 1 and therefore could not reproduce any of
Bruce Beuno de Mesquita’s results other than the one introduced in the paper [3]. Another example is a research
that applied the algorithm on Taiwan’s political status and made a prediction. They have also ignored the
calculation of the probability of the status quo(Q) and considered it to be constant and equal to 0.5 [4]. So far no
one has been able to provide a complete picture of this model. In this study, we have observed Bruce Bueno De
Mesquita’s publications closely and developed Preana, our political prediction model, based on it. There were a
lot of factors and features outstanding which we duplicated using expected utility theory and probability
distribution. Running Preana with several data sets from Bruce Bueno De Mesquita’s publications, we
reproduced his results with over 90 percent accuracy in every example. Furthermore, knowing that preana was
rational, we added a touch of machine learning to model the brain of players regarding risk-taking among one
another. It improved the results leading to more logical steps in each round of decision making by players.
This article proceeds as follows. In the second section, the structure of the model is presented. In the third
section, the risk component of the so-called Expected Utility Model by Bruce Bueno De Mesquita and the
adjusted Q-learning method, which models the brain of the players, are discussed. Next, Section four provides
and discusses the results for three case studies: prediction for the oil price, prediction for the delay of
introduction of emission standards for medium sized automobiles and the prediction for the outcome of Iran’s
2013 presidential election. Finally, Section five concludes the paper.

2. Structure of the Model
In this section we provide description of the overall design and structure of Preana. The model takes three arrays
as the input to start with. These arrays are explained in the following subsection. The Median voter position is
then calculated using the initial input. The median voter position is the position of the player that, when
compared with every other player, is preferred by more votes. Median voter position definition and calculation
will be described in a following subsection. At each iteration, the player whose ideal position is closest to the
median position is most likely to be the winner for that iteration. Then the players start to negotiate. They
calculate the pay off (expected utilities) for themselves to challenge every other player and decide to whom they
make challenge offers. After the offers are made, each player reviews the offers it has received and selects the
one that maximizes its own pay off. This results in a change in the position and power for some of the players
and a possible shift in the position of Median Voter. Another round of negotiation starts with the new positions
and this goes on until the game reaches an equilibrium. That is when all players are satisfied with their position,
given the position of other players in the game, and no offer can possibly result to a positive pay off for any
player. This is where the game ends and the Median Voter position in this round is Preana’s prediction to be the
winning position. Figure 1 shows a general flowchart of the algorithm.

2.1. Model Input
One of the strength points of the Expected Utility Model is that it only uses three simple arrays as its input.
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Figure 1. Main steps in Preana algorithm.

These arrays define players’ initial state. The most important array is the array of positions (x[]). Each player
has an ideal position on a one-dimensional left to right continuum.The more two given players ideal outcomes
conflict, the more their distance is on this scale. The unit of this position is specified for each given problem.
Array of salience (s[]) determines the priority of the issue and how much importance it holds for each player.
Array of capability (c[]) determines how much power or capability a player has on the issue. Table 1 represents
an example of these three arrays from [5]. This is an example about “What is the attitude of each stakeholder
with regard to the floor price of oil in three months time at which Saudi production should decrease?”

2.2. Median Voter Position
The model focuses on the application of Black’s median voter theorem [6] and Banks’ theorem on the
monotonicity between certain expectations and the escalation of political disputes [7]. The median voter theorem
states that a majority rule voting system will select the outcome most preferred by the median voter [8]. The
median voter position is the position of the player that, when compared with every other player, is preferred by
more votes. In each round of negotiations, the player whose position is closest to the median voter position is the
winner. This implies that the winner is the player who has more support from others. According to Bruce Beuno
de Mesquita [5], the votes for j versus k, are:
n

v jk = ∑vijk

(1)

i =1

The difference between the distance of player i’s position from that of player j and player k is calculated and
normalized. This, multiplied by player i’s capability and salience, shows player i’s support for player j versus
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Table 1. Sample of the input.
Players

Capability

Position

Salience

HAWKS

0.65

14.25

0.80

IRAN

0.85

14.20

0.85

RUSSIA

0.55

14.20

0.65

IPEC

0.70

14.10

0.75

GULF

0.50

14.10

0.75

MILITARY

0.75

14.10

0.75

KUWAIT

0.65

14.00

0.90

TRIBALS

0.85

13.95

0.85

RELIGIOUS LEADERS

0.95

13.90

0.90

BUSINESS

0.60

13.75

0.80

SULTAN

0.95

13.40

0.95

MAJLIS

0.45

13.35

0.75

ABDULLAH

1.00

13.25

0.90

FAHD

1.05

13.00

0.90

USA

0.60

13.00

0.70

NAZER

0.80

12.90

0.85

EUR/JPN

0.75

12.85

0.75

player k which is vijk in the equation. This support is calculated from all players. The sum of the support player
j gets versus player k and every other player is the total support it can get at the associated round. The total
support is calculated for all players and the one that has the maximum total support is the median voter position
at that round.

2.3. Expected Utilities
In each round, players make challenge offers to other players aiming to make others shift their positions towards
their ideal position. These offers are made based on the expected utilities calculated for each player versus the
rest of the players. Players try to maximize their own pay off by making offers to players whom they think they
can convince or force to make a coalition with. At the same time, players try to respond to the offer that leads to
the maximum pay off for them or at least requires them to move the least from their ideal position. Figure 2
illustrates the sequence of plays [1].
The expected utility of player(i) for challenging player(j) from player(i)’s point of view [9] can be calculated
as:

(

(

) )

(

E i=
(U ij ) S j PiiU sii + 1 − Pii U ifi + (1 − S j )U sii − QU sqi − (1 − Q ) TU bii + (1 − T )U wii

)

(2)

According to Figure 2, S j is the salience of the issue for player j, Pi i is the probability of success for
player i, U sii is the expected utility of success for player i, U ifi is the expected utility of losing for player i, Q
is the probability of status quo, U sqi is the expected utility from remaining in stalemate, T is the probability that
situation improves for player i when it does not challenge player j, and U bii is the expected utility in this
i
is the expected utility in the situation that player i does not challenge player j, player j is
situation. U wi
challenged by others and the results of these challenges worsens the situation for player i. µ is the median
voter position at each iteration.
Equation (2) is estimated from four perspectives [5];
(1) i’s expected utility for challenging j from i’s point of view
(2) j’s expected utility for challenging i from j’s point of view
(3) i’s expected utility for challenging j from j’s point of view
(4) j’s expected utility for challenging i from i’s point of view
i
, U sii , U ifi and U qii are explained in details in [3], but here are the equations:
The calculation of U bii , U wi
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Figure 2. Game tree in expected utility model.
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The above equations are used to calculate the expected utility of player i for challenging player j from i’s
point of view. xi is the position of player i, x j is the position of player j, xmax is the highest position in the
game and xmin is the lowest position in the game. rij is the risk component for player i versus player j.
When player i wants to make an offer to player j, it calculates its own expected utility from this challenge and
compares it to what it perceives of Player j’s expected utility versus himself. We have concluded that:

xi − x j 
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r
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And using Ubi j , Uwij , Usij , Ufi j and Uqij Player j’s expected utility versus player i, from player i’s point

of view, is E j (U ij ) :

(

) )

(

(

E j=
(U ij ) S j PiiU sii + 1 − Pii U ifi + (1 − S j )U sii − QU sqi − (1 − Q ) TU bii + (1 − T )U wii

)

(3)

2.4. Probability of Success (P)
The probability of success for player i in competition with player j is also calculated by the support of
third-party players for player i’s policies versus player j’s policies. Similar to finding the median voter position,
it is not only about which player’s policies the parties prefer, but also the third-parties’ salience on the issue and
their capability or power are considered. Equation (4) shows the probability of success for player i in
competition with player j according to Expected Utility Model [3].
Pi i =

∑ kifarg >0 ck sk ( xk − x j − xk − xi )
n
∑ k =1 ck sk ( xk − x j − xk − xi )

(4)

where xi , x j and xk are the positions for player i, player j and player k respectively. ck is the power of
player k and sk is the salience and importance of the issue for player k.
The numerator calculates the expected level of support for i. The denominator calculates the sum of the
support for i and for j so that the expression shows the probability of success for i, and it obviously falls in the
range of 0 and 1.

2.5. Probability of Status Quo (Q)
The calculation of the probability of status quo (Q) has never been talked about in any of Bruce Beuno de
Mesquita’s publications. He considers Q constant in some publications such as [9] in which he considers Q to be
1. This means that when i decides not to challenge j, i and j remain in stalemate with each other and the change
in their positions in responding to other players’ offers does not affect their situation against each other. In
different publications [10] and [11], he considers Q to be 0.5 which means whether the change in the position
affects players situations versus one another or not, is completely random. In this work, we have been able to
calculate this probability for each pair of players. According to Figure 2, when A does not challenge B, B is
challenged by other players and may lose and be forced to move. If B moves, its position changes and its
distance to A either decreases (with probability T) or increases (with probability 1-T). Therefore, the probability
of status quo in this situation is the probability that B does not move at all. This is the probability that B wins the
challenge with every other player except A in that round. This probability is calculted as follows:

=
Q ij

∏ k ,k ≠i,k ≠ j ( Pki + (1 − Sk ) )

The probability that player(i) wins every challenge against another player(k), is the sum of two probabilities.
first, the probability that player(i) challenges player(k) and player k does not challenge it back and surrenders
which is (1 − Sk ) . Second, the probability that player(i) challenges player(k) and player(k) does respond to its
challenge and again player(i) wins this confrontation which is P i . The probability that player(i) wins against
every other player except player(j), is the multiplication of this sum for all players except player(j).

2.6. Probability of Positive Change (T)
According to Figure 2, when A decides not to challenge B, but B moves due to other challenges, its move either
improves or worsens the situation for A. B move would be towards the median voter position, so the positions of
A, B and the median voter ( µ ) versus one another determines whether B moves closer to A or further away
from it. If B moves closer to A, it improves the situation for A, so T = 1. If B moves further away from A, it
worsens the situation for A, so T = 0 [3].

2.7. Offer Selection
According to Bruce Beuno de Mesquita [5], the probability with which confrontation, compromise or capitu-
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lation occur can be easily displayed in a polar coordinate space. This space is divided into six sections and the
boundary between each two is considered to be a turning point in the probability functions. Figure 3 shows this
polar coordinate space, along with associated labels for each of the six sections.
In Bruce Beuno de Mesquita publications, there is no exact definition of how these sectors are defined or
separated from one another or how the players decide to whom they make a challenge offer and to whose offer
they respond. However, he does explain how offers are made based on the expected utilities of a player versus
another, combined with what the proposer perceives of the expected utility of the other player versus itself. In
Preana, if the two players both assume they have the bigger utility compared to the opponent and that their
utility is big enough to make the other player move to their position, they both make challenge offers to one
another and they both stick to their offer and they confront. Clearly this has high cost for both players. If a
player thinks it has bigger utility, but not big enough to make the other player completely move to its own
position, he offers a compromise. If the other player responds to this offer, they both move towards each other.
According to Bruce beuno de Mesquita, they move by weighted average of i’s and j’s expectations [5]. If a
player receives an offer and knows that the proposer is too strong for it to challenge, it gives in and completely
moves to the proposer’s position. If both players think there is no positive utility in challenging each another,
they make no offer and stay in the stalemate zone.
The median voter position is calculated at the beginning of the first round of negotiation and is selected to be
the winner position of the game with the initial positions, capabilities and salience. At the end of each round of
negotiation, every player has a set of offers that has to choose from and then responds to the one that considers
is the best choice to maximize its pay off. If such an offer does not exist, it chooses the offer that requires it to
move the least from its ideal position [5]. After all players have selected the offer they want to respond to, they
move to the position associated with the offer and the array of position and capability are updated. In the
following round, the median voter position, the probabilities of success and status quo, the expected utilities and
the risk factor are all calculated with the updated position array, and then new offers are made. The game
continues until it reaches an equilibrium and that is when no player has an offer to make to the other players
given every other players’ position. In this situation, all payers prefer to stay at their current position. The
median voter at this final round would be the winning position. The player whose ideal position in the initial
array of inputs is nearest to this median voter, is most likely to be able to enforce it’s ideal outcome.

3. Risk
In this section, we briefly define the Expected Utility Model’s risk taking component. This function calculates a
risk or security value for each player in confrontation with all other players. In Preana, we add learning module

Figure 3. Scenarios in expected utility model.
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to this function to model the brain of each player. The players learn from the offers they make in each round.
When player(i) makes an offer to player(j), and does not result in a positive pay off, he concludes that it had
underestimated player(j)’s abilities which means that next time it is more careful in confronting player(j). And
on the other hand, when it can enforce an offer, has more confidence in confrontation with player(j) in the future.

3.1. Expected Utility Model’s Risk-Taking Component
Expected Utility Model’s risk taking component is explained in details in Bruce Beuno de Mesquita and
Stokman [12]. The risk-taking component is a trade off between political satisfaction and policy satisfaction [13].
Political satisfaction or security is being seen as a member of winning coalition while policy satisfaction is
supporting the policy that is most close to that of the player itself even if that policy does not win. The rate at
which players make this trade-off is different from one another. The security of a player increases and the risk
decreases by taking a position close to the median voter position. Therefore, the players who take positions close
to the median voter position, who is the winner at the associated round, are feeling more vulnerable and tend to
be more risk averse [5]. What enters the calculation of risk in the Expected Utility Model, is the actual expected
utility, the maximum feasible expected utility and the minimum feasible expected utility. Algebraically, the
risk-taking component is calculated as follows [9]:
2∑

E U −∑

n
n
i
ij
=i 1 =
i 1
i
n
i

R =

∑

i
E iU
ijmax − ∑ i 1 E U ijmin
=

EU

n

−∑

n

ijmax
=i 1 =
i 1

E iU ijmin

(5)

and
Ri
3
ri =
Ri
1+
3
1−

(6)

As seen in Equation (3), the risk factor is used in the calculation of expected utilities, and according to
Equation (5), risk is calculated using the expected utilities. It can be interpreted from Bruce Beuno de
Mesquita’s statements that first the expected utilities are calculated without considering the risk (r = 1) and then
these utilities are used to calculate the risk for each player [3].

3.2. Preana’s Risk-Taking Component
According to Bruce Beuno de Mesquita [9] the purpose of Equation (6) is that r[i] ranges between 0.5 and 2.
However, according to this equation, the greater R[i], the smaller r[i]. So r[i] is actually the level of security
rather than risk of player i. That explains why expected utilities are exponentially increasing by r which is a
positive number between 0.5 and 2. This security level is calculated in each round taking into account the
support each player gets from other players, the expected utilities, and the distance from the median voter
position. What seems to be left out in the Expected Utility Model is that players cannot look ahead in rounds or
even look back and learn from their mistakes or achievements. There are several rounds of negotiations before
players reach an equilibrium and the game comes to an end. It is possible that player(i) underestimates
player(j)’s capabilities and its supporters and makes a challenge offer and consecutively loses some utility. In
reality, this should change player i’s assumptions about player j, and therefore, next time when i wants to make
an offer to j, does it more conservatively. To monitor the offers and to learn from the outcomes, we have
modeled the brain of each player. Bruce Beuno de Mesquita calculates r[i] for each player using the security for
player(i) in confrontation with any other player. In contrast, we have extended the security to be a twodimensional array. R[i][j] is the risk of player i in confrontation with player j. The array is initialized with the
risk calculated from the Expected Utility Model in each round and then adjusted in each round. We have taken
the idea of including a learning matrix and a learning rate from the Q-learning method introduced by Watkins in
1989 [14].
Here is how we form the learning matrix:
• Make a two-dimensional matrix named learn and initiate it to all 0,
• At the end of each round, each player monitors the offers it has made,
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• If a proposal has been made by i and not responded to by j, decrement learn [i] [j] by 1,
• If a proposal has been made by i that leads to confrontation in which i has to move towards j, decrement
learn [i] [j] by 3,
• If a proposal has been made by i that leads to compromise in which i has to move more than j, decrement
learn [i] [j] by 2,
• If a proposal has been made by i that leads to i having to capitulate and move towards j, decrement learn [i] [j]
by 3,
• If a proposal has been made by i that leads to confrontation in which j has to move towards i, increment learn
[i] [j] by 1,
• If a proposal has been made by i that leads to compromise in which j has to move more than i, increment
learn [i] [j] by 2,
• If a proposal has been made by i that leads to j having to capitulate and move to i, increment learn [i] [j] by 3.
As specified above, the learn matrix is updated after each round by considering each offer and its outcome for
the proposer. If the outcome is positive, it increases the security player i feels to challenge player j next time.
However, if the outcome is negative, player i learns that it had underestimated player j’s expected utility versus
its own and its security level versus player j decreases. The more the number of the loss or gains is, the more
effective is matrix learn.
Here is how we adjust the risk:
r[i] [j] elements are initiated with r[i] of the Expected Utility Model. Then in each iteration:

rij = rij + β × Si × learn [i ][ j ]

(7)

The security level is updated after each round and kept in the memory of each player for future rounds.
Equation (7) indicates that the more importance or salience an issue has for a player, the less risk that player can
afford on the issue. If a player is rather indifferent on the issue, the experience of a loss or an unseen opportunity
will not be so heavy on it. The possibility of this player making the same mistake again is more than a player to
whom the issue is of great priority and importance. That is why we do not consider the learning rate to be
constant for each player as it is in Q-learning. The learning rate is a multiplication of salience and a constant β .
In this article and the following case studies, we have considered β to be set to 0.01. We have selected 0.01
experimentally given the fact that this value should be very small but not too small, so that it can make a
difference. It should be small because the risk factor is in the range of 0.5 and 2 and if β is too large, it will
change the risk factor irrationally and might even push it out of range. Furthermore, if β is too small, it does
not make any difference in the outcome of the equations when added to the initial risk factor. Experimenting
with different values of β for the different problems in hand, we realized that different problems have
different tolerance for the level of increase in β before starting to respond irrationally. Finding the right way
to calculate β for a given problem domain would be a target for the future work.

4. Results
To evaluate the performance of Preana, we have included two case studies from Bruce Beuno de Mesquita’s
publications. We have compared the results of Preana’s prediction to that of the Expected Utility Model and the
real outcomes of the issue if available. There are hundreds of pages of output for each example that can be
interpreted which include useful information such as the offers that are made in each round, the ones that can be
enforced, the outcome of each confrontation in each round, formed coalitions or separations, and the flow of the
whole system towards the final outcome. Here, for each case study, we only show the change in the position of
each player and the median voter position over time (rounds).

4.1. Case Study 1: Predicting the Floor Price of Oil in Three Months Time
As our first case study, we consider the same example that its input data is shown in Table 1. Figures 4-7 show
the players’ positions and the winner position in subsequent rounds. As we see in Figures 4-6, all of the players
in this game change their positions over rounds until they all reach a position very close to the winning position
which is 13.11. Figure 7 shows the Median voter or the winning position in different rounds of negotiations
which ends up to be equal to 13.11 in the last round where equillibrium is reached.
Preana’s predicted price, as shown in Figure 6 and Table 2 is 13.11 which is closest to the ideal price for
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Figure 4. Position of first group of players over different rounds
in case study 1.

Figure 5. Position of second group of players over different
rounds in case study 1.

Figure 6. Position of third group of players over different
rounds in case study 1.

USA and FAHD which is 13.00. Bruce Beuno de Mesquita [5] states that the outcome of the Expected Utility
Model for this case study is 13.00 which is very close to what is reported by Preana.

4.2. Case Study 2: The Years of Introduction of Emission Standards for Medium Sized
Automobiles
This is another case study from Bruce Beuno de Mesquita [12]. The issue is to predict the number of years that
would need to pass before the introduction of emission standards for medium sized automobiles. The players
and their initial capabilities, positions and salience are illustrated in Table 3. Figures 8-10 show the players’
positions and the winner position in subsequent rounds.
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Figure 7. The median voter position in each round in case study
1.

Figure 8. Position of first group of players over different rounds
in case study 2.

Figure 9. Position of second group of players over different
rounds in case study 2.

Figure 10. The Median voter position in each round in case
study 2.
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Table 2. Output for case study 1.
Players

Initial position

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 6

HAWKS

14.25

14.25

14.25

14.25

14.25

Round 16
13.08

IRAN

14.20

14.20

14.20

14.20

14.19

13.11

RUSSIA

14.20

14.20

14.20

14.21

13.02

13.03

IPEC

14.10

14.11

14.12

14.12

14.17

13.07

GULF

14.10

14.11

14.12

14.13

14.15

13.04

MILITARY

14.00

14.03

14.04

14.07

14.10

13.04

KUWAIT

14.00

14.02

14.03

14.05

14.08

13.06

TRIBALS

13.95

13.98

14.00

14.01

14.05

13.07

RELIGIOUS LEADERS

13.90

13.92

13.94

13.96

14.01

13.06

BUSINESS

13.75

13.37

13.64

13.47

12.86

13.05

SULTAN

13.40

13.36

13.29

13.47

14.06

13.11

MAJLIS

13.35

13.27

13.24

13.50

12.85

13.08

ABDULLAH

13.25

13.19

13.05

13.01

12.92

13.05

FAHD

13.00

12.99

12.97

12.95

13.87

13.06

USA

13.00

12.98

12.95

12.93

12.88

13.11

NAZER

12.90

12.90

12.89

12.89

12.85

13.09

EUR/JPN

12.85

12.85

12.85

12.85

12.85

13.06

Median Voter

13.75

13.37

13.24

13.50

12.86

13.11

Table 3. Input for case study 2.
Players

Capability

Position

Salience

Netherlands

0.08

4

0.80

Belgium

0.08

7

0.40

Luxembourg

0.03

4

0.20

Germany

0.16

4

0.80

France

0.16

10

0.60

Italy

0.16

10

0.60

UK

0.16

10

0.90

Ireland

0.05

7

0.10

Denmark

0.05

4

1.00

Greece

0.08

7

0.70

According to Bruce Beuno de Mesquita [12], the outcome of the Expected Utility Model for this case study is
8.35 and the actual delay has been 8.83 years. As shown in Figure 9, Preana predicts the outcome to be 8.15
years.

4.3. Case Study 3: The Winner of Iran’s 2013 Election
The last case study is the prediction of the recent 2013 presidential election in Iran. The input for Preana is taken
from the web-poles before the election and interview with experts about the initial situation of each candidate
before the election. The candidates’ positions are determined on a one-dimensional scale, the most reformist
being on the position 10 and the most fundamentalist being on the position 1. The candidates and their initial
capabilities, positions and salience month period before the election are shown in Table 4. Figures 11-13 show
the players’ positions and the winner position in subsequent rounds.
Preana shows the winner of the election to be position 9.2 which is in the middle of the ideal position for the
two reformist candidates Aref and Ruhani. What happened in reality was exactly like what is shown in Figure 12.
Reformists got stronger and stronger during the debates and right before the election, Ruhani and Aref made a
coalition together and Aref left the competition in favor of Ruhani. Eventually Ruhani won the election [15].
This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 13.
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Table 4. Input for case study 3.
Players

Capability

Position

Jalili

0.24

1

Salience
0.70

Haddad

0.08

2

1.00

Gharazi

0.01

4

1.00

Rezayi

0.20

4

0.60

Ghalibaf

0.64

5

1.00

Velayati

0.07

5

0.25

Ruhani

0.21

8

1.00

Aref

0.30

10

0.70

Figure 11. Position of first group of players over different
rounds in case study 3.

Figure 12. Position of second group of players over different
rounds in case study 3.

Figure 13. The median voter position in each round in case
study 3.
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Figure 14. Aref and Ruhani’s coalition in case study 3.

5. Conclusion
This work was initiated with two major objectives in mind. The first objective was to uncover the hidden elements
of today’s most promising game theory based predictive analysis tool developed by Bruce Bueno De Mesquita. On
this front, we developed a methodology which produces comparable results to what Buenos model generates. The
second objective was to improve what game theory can offer by applying machine learning to game theory. The
authors believe both of these objectives are reached. Three case studies were presented and evaluated for the proof
of concept. These case studies compared the results of the present work with the prior one. The third case study
illustrated the power of this work in predicting real word political phenomena such as recent presidential election in
Iran. We believe integration of game theory and machine learning is not only promising but even necessary to
move towards more dynamic and realistic approaches. This work is just a stepping stone towards such integration.
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